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VWR Performance Air Filter  
 

Maintenance Guide  
 
 
 
Thank you for choosing the VWR Panel Air Filter or Cold-Air Intake - developed exclusively by Volkswagen Racing.  We have provided instructions 
on cleaning and maintenance over the next few pages.  Please take time to read through, and ensure that your fitting agent reads these.  We would 
suggest that you keep these notes with your car for future maintenance/owners. 
 
 
We recommend that the filter element is cleaned every 20,000 miles/30,000 km.  
This is a simple procedure, and will ensure that your filter continues to deliver the 
power improvements over a standard car. 

 

Please note that if you do not clean your filter at the above intervals, no loss of 
filtration will occur, and your engine will still be fully protected.  However, the 
performance advantages of additional airflow of a clean filter will be lost. 

 

If your car is regularly used in a dusty environment, we advise that you clean and 
re-oil your filter more regularly. 
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Overview on removal of the filters before cleaning and maintenance 
 
 
As a general rule, when removing and refitting the VWR Air Filter (whether panel or cold air intake), the following guidelines should be adhered to: 
 
► Air filter kits are of great importance to providing the engine with the cleanest and correct volume of air. They should therefore be fitted with the 

utmost care and attention.  Full fitting instructions are available for all filters and intakes from the volkswagenracing.co.uk website - please make sure 
you have read and understood the fitting and removal process before starting on this. 

 
► It is recommended that they are fitted by persons possessing the necessary expertise i.e. a trained vehicle technician. 
 
► These instructions are for guideline purposes only and do not take into account any special features that may apply. 
 
► Regional and model variances do occur across the vehicles that this part is intended for, which may lead to some minor differences between 

descriptions and pictures shown in this document.  If in doubt please contact your distributor or Volkswagen Racing UK. 
 
 

Warning -  oiling VWR intakes and Panel Filters 
 
► Never use an unoiled or dry foam filter in your vehicle as this will significantly reduce the efficiency and may allow small dust particles to pass 

through without being trapped by the dust retention oil.   

► Before first fitment, please check that your VWR filter has been factory pre oiled. 
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Step 1:  Cleaning your filter 
 
 
Using petrol (gasoline):  
 
► The best and cheapest way to clean your filter is to use normal petrol which is readily available.  
 
► Using a shallow, petrol-resistant tray, fill with around 10mm depth of petrol. Dip the filter in the petrol and agitate so that the petrol penetrates into 

the filter foam and draws the dirt/dust out into the tray. The petrol will dissolve the oil instantly and will also help draw out the dust.  
 
► Once you are happy that the entire oil residue and dirt has been removed by the petrol dispose of the petrol in a appropriate manner (at a recycling 

tip or similar, but not down the household drain system). Only repeat this process with clean petrol if necessary.  
 
► Then leave the filter to air dry in an open environment, but away from any ignition source or naked flame for a minimum of 24 hours. Once the filter 

is completely dry it can be re-oiled. 
 
 
 
Using a proprietary foam air filter cleaner 
 
► These products are generally a little more time consuming than using petrol, although the results are similar. Read instructions and safety warnings on 

the product before use.   Follow the instructions provided on your cleaning product; in general, the procedure is as follows: 
 
► Using a petrol resistant tray, fill around 10mm depth of cleaning fluid then place complete filter in tray and agitate and compress the foam until the 

oil is dissolved. The cleaning solution will generally go a milky colour when it contains dissolved oil. Massage the foam to assist in releasing the dust 
out of the filter. Dependant on how dirty the filter is you may have to repeat this process if necessary, although once is normally sufficient.  

 
► This process should take no longer than 5 minutes. Dispose of the used cleaning solution in the appropriate manner (at a recycling tip or similar but 

not down the household drain system). 
 
► Immediately refill the tray with cold water plus 5ml of washing up detergent and agitate the filter in the solution for one minute. This process helps 

remove any remaining oil/dust and also removes cleaning solution residue. Rinse the filter in cold water until none of the soap suds remain and the 
shake the filter to remove excess water. Leave to dry fully for a minimum period of 24 hours, then re oil using following instructions. 
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Step 2:  Oiling your filter 
 
 
► Once you have completed Stage 1, cleaning your filter, and ensured it is completely dry, you are ready to perform the important stage of re-oiling it. 
 
► You will need to purchase a suitable aerosol Air Filter Oil.  It is very important that this is a specific Air Filter Oil, and no sort of other product. 
 
► VWR Recommends CASTROL, ITG OR SHELL branded aerosol Air Filter Oil. 
 
► Read instructions and safety warnings on the product before use.   Follow the instructions provided on your cleaning product; in general, the 

procedure is as follows: 
 
► Use in an open environment.  
 
► Holding the aerosol about 25mm or 1 “ from the filter, spray in a circular motion all over the foam surface until the coarse foam pores just start to fill 

up with oil. Then wearing protective gloves use your finger tips to ‘massage’ the oil into the depth of the foam whilst it still feels cold to the touch.  

► The aerosol contains a mix of oil concentrate and thinners which assist the oil to penetrate into the foam. The thinners will evaporate off after around 
5-10 minutes, so massage the oil into the foam as soon as it is applied, to assist the oil in penetrating through to the fine inner layer of foam.  

► Your filter is now ready to re-install. If you think you have over oiled your filter, you can dab the surface of the foam with a strong absorbent paper 
tissue, which will remove most of the excess oil.  

► Re-installation should follow the VWR fitting instructions. 

 
Note: 
 
► Under no circumstances use cotton gauze filter oil or any other oil not specifically manufactured for foam air filters, as oil will not stick to the foam 

and thus may allow dust through the filter with the risk of causing the engine or MAF sensor damage.  
 
► Under no circumstances use a highly alkaline cleaner above PH-8, such as powder based cleaners or a clothes detergent. to clean a foam filter. 

Using a highly alkaline cleaner will breakdown the foam structure and destroy the effectiveness of the filter. If in doubt of what is safe to use, contact 
VWR or your local dealer for advice. 
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE 
The VWR RacingLine range of parts are not endorsed for modification of vehicles for use in public highways where warranty or government regulations may be violated. As an express con-
dition of sale of any RacingLine performance part, the buyer acknowledges and agrees to use the performance parts for the modification of vehicles in a manner consistent with any and all 
local, federal or national regulations and laws, including sanctioned OFF-ROAD competitive events. Emission related aftermarket parts that modify the emission control system may not be 
legal for sale or use on pollution controlled vehicles. Parts sold by RacingLine are legal only for racing vehicles which may never be used upon a public highway. Performance parts and 
equipment are sold AS IS without any warranty whatsoever, unless indicated otherwise. There is no warranty implied or stated due to the intended use and purpose of performance parts. 
While every effort is made to provide technical information and assistance, we have no control over owner installation, modification, and unusual stress that performance parts are subject to. 
The buyer assumes all responsibility for determining the suitability of the product. The entire risk as to quality and performance parts is assumed by the buyer. In the event such parts proves 
defective following their purchase and installation, the buyer, not RacingLine, the manufacturer, the distributor, or retailer, assumes the entire cost of any necessary servicing, repair, or re-
placement. RacingLine will not be responsible for any direct or indirect, actual or incidental expenses attributable to the use of any performance parts, or to delay and inconvenience caused 
by the necessity of repairing or replacing performance parts. 
 
CONDITIONS OF SALE 
Buyers of parts from RacingLine or any authorized distributor are warned that they are sold for off road use only and special warranty provisions apply. Performance parts may exceed the 
design limits of the vehicle and its subsystems. Suitability and implementation of parts is at the sole discretion of the purchaser. Customer agrees to operate the vehicle under the conditions 
set forth in this agreement and agrees to hold RacingLine, its employees, agents, and distributors, harmless by reason of any claim, damages, accident, or injuries resulting from the installa-
tion of the parts or the use of the vehicle with the installed parts. 
 
OFF-ROAD OR RACING USE 
Because Country, state or provincial laws and regulations may prohibit removal or modification of components that were installed on vehicles by their manufacturer to meet motor vehicle 
safety regulations applicable to vehicles manufactured for use on public roads, RacingLine recommends that vehicles which may fall under these regulations and are equipped with parts 
designated “for off-road use” not be operated on the public roads, and offers such parts only for track or off-road competitive or performance use only. Performance parts are intended to 
be used only under controlled conditions, with proper safety equipment and driver’s training.  
 
WARRANTY 
It is important that you read, understand and comply with the conditions set forth below. RacingLine products have been designed and are intended for off-road applications only. Installation 
of these products may void the warranty coverage, if any, on your vehicle. Manufacturer vehicle and parts warranties may be voided if the vehicle or part is used for competition or if they 
fail as a result of modification. RacingLine shall not be responsible should the manufacturer void its warranty by reason of installation of the part or any other modifications occasioned by the 
installation of said part. However, certain rights are guaranteed a new car owner regarding the manufacturer’s warranty. Understanding this, you hereby release and discharge RacingLine, 
its employees, agents, distributors, and all other persons and associations connected therewith from any and all claims arising out of, or relating to, the parts purchased. You have read and 
understood the conditions of sale set forth above. You understand that any performance products purchased from RacingLine, and installed implies acceptance of this disclaimer. Any claims 
on items sold by, but not manufactured by RacingLine should be made with the respective manufacturer. 
 
RacingLine parts are sold with a warranty against defects in materials or workmanship. Abuse or use for purposes other than designed will void the warranty. Implied warranties, including 
warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose, are excluded. 
 
RETURNS AND SHIPPING 
No cancellation, refunds, exchange, or credit on used parts, modified parts, painted parts, special order parts or custom order parts. No refund, exchange, or credit after seven days. Returns 
of merchandise, for any reason, are subject to a 20% handling fee.  
 
All shipping charges are not refundable and must be prepaid. All returned items must be in as-new, resellable condition. Any item that has been installed on a vehicle will not be accepted for 
return under any condition. Please note that certain items such as special order items are non-returnable or refundable. All merchandise is in good condition when leaves our shipping de-
partment. If a part is lost (box broken, opened, etc) or damage via transit, you should immediately notify RacingLine).  
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 We hope that your VWR RacingLine 
Filter Upgrade gives you many years of 
enjoyable performance motoring. 


